Every staff member randomly acknowledges appropriate behavior with a blue PARRT ticket.

Thank you for doing your P-A-R-R-T

PERSONAL BEST - ACTIVE LISTENING - RESPECT
RESPONSIBILITY - TRUSTWORTHINESS

Students are given tickets for following the PARRT expectations in the hallways, restrooms, cafeteria, and on the playground.

These tickets are collected in classrooms for a group reward when the goal has been reached.

Look for the expectation posters throughout the building.
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What is PBIS?

PBIS is a process for creating safer and more effective schools.

PBIS includes school-wide expectations and procedures intended for all students and all staff in all settings.

PBIS is not a program or a curriculum. It is a team-based process for problem solving, planning, and evaluating.

PBIS is an approach to creating a safe and productive learning environment where teachers can teach and all students can learn.

---

Hoover Expectations

P ersonal Best
A ctive Listening
R espectful
R esponsible
T rustworthy

Please encourage these expectations in your home and in the community.

---

Hoover students know the PARRT chant:

What do you do at Hoover School?

I'm ready to do my PARRT:

Be my Personal Best

Be an Active Listener

Be Respectful

Be Responsible

Be Trustworthy

I'm ready to do my PARRT, HuH!